
Gym: No show nurture

Voicemail 1:

Hey, it's coach “your name” from Shoot 360 Basketball.

I noticed that you didn't make it to today's appointment and you're probably very busy or maybe
I forgotten.

I know life sometimes can get really hectic, so if you wanna reschedule, we have few spots left,
call me back on my direct line which is 832-838-4360.

So once again it's “your name” from Shoot 360 Basketball and we can reschedule that
appointment very soon it's 832-838-4360, thanks

Voicemail 2:

Hey, it's coach “your name” from Shoot 360 Basketball.

Just following up to see if you wanna reschedule that Free official visit.

I know sometimes going into a new place may seem a little bit intimidating but you know, fear
not this is not your typical gym, this is more of a community with a culture of encouragement.

You know we all gotta start somewhere and as your coach I can tell you that I'm here for you.

So if you have any questions or maybe just not interested or something about the price or the
intimidation of starting, feel free to call me back at 832-838-4360 so once again it's coach “your
name” from Shoot 360 Basketball and we can reschedule that appointment very soon it's
832-838-4360, thank you!

Gym: Opt-in - applied but did not autobook
Voicemail 1:

Hi, it's coach “your name” from Shoot 360 Basketball

Just calling ‘cause you applied for a free official visit online.

We reviewed your application and would love to invite you to that free session.

We only have few spots left, so the sooner you get back to us the quicker we can book in that
session.



We don’t want you to miss out on this great opportunity, we have limited spots available so you
can call me back on my direct line which is 832-838-4360, so once again it's coach “your name”
from Shoot 360 Basketball 832-838-4360, thank you!

Voicemail 2:

Hi, it's coach "your name" again from Shoot 360 Basketball.

Just calling ‘cause you applied for that free official visit online.

And we would love to invite you in, and we notice that you didn’t filled out the auto booking

So if there’s any questions that you have feel free to call me back on my direct line which is
832-838-4360

We have a very few spots left so we don’t want you to miss out on this, so you can call me back
once again, coach "your name" 832-838-4360, thank you!

Voicemail 3:

Hey, it’s coach "your name" again here from Shoot 360 Basketball.

Just following up to see if you’re still interested in that free official visit that you applied for
online.

We are pretty much almost at full capacity here but we don’t want you to miss out on this great
opportunity

So call me back at your convenience at 832-838-4360, so that’s 832-838-4360, thanks!

Voicemail 4:

Hey, it's coach "your name" again from Shoot 360 Basketball

I know you’re probably very busy so I just wanted to see if you’re still interested in taking the first
step towards improving your health and fitness with our free official visit.

So it’ll only be free for about 24 hour max, so let me know if you’re still interested or else we
gonna have to pass it over to the next person in line. Okay, so once again coach "your name"
and it’s 832-838-4360, thank you!


